
MINUTES OF PATIENT PARTICIPATION GROUP (PPG) MEETING HELD AT WESTGATE SURGERY 
 MONDAY  11th August 2014 (1PM TO 2PM)

Attendees
Roger Goodacre   (RG)          (Tel No 01733 233228)
Thomas Murray   (TM)          (Tel No  01733 574398)
Maureen Clarke  (MC)           

Kim Rolt             (KR)	(Practice Manager)

New Members 
 non
No Apologies
P Peggy Stokes       (PS) 

Minutes of last meeting Accepted

	RG, Chaired 

Matters arising;  None

	Electronic Prescribing    

  
Only clarification of electronic prescribing there are some teething problems that are being dealt with.

	Patient Participation Survey


It was decided KR would email members of the group with sample questions and we would take it from there.
Some questions discussed were about;
*Electronic prescribing is patients aware who they register with to sign up to.
*Cares information
*On- line banking

	Family and Friends Test


This is a new survey which will commence in December.  This is mandatory for all Surgery’s.  Patients will be asked to fill out answers to four questions; two will be decided by local Practices.  The Practice Managers to agree these so that it is uniform in the area.  KR asked that the Patients Participation Group help in completing these surveys.  This was accepted that help would be offered.










	Doctors Ring Back 


RG raised the pint that according to press reports that the Doctors ring back was increasing workloads we could not recognise where data came from as the Surgery has not participated in such survey for a long time.

	Doctors and Staff update

Liz will be retiring at the end of September.

Sara Thornton has left the Surgery
Recruitment is under way to replace both.
Interviews have taken place for the receptionist position with an appointment imminent.

Any Other Bussiness

MC raised a point reference; Flu injections it is on the Surgery communications system throughout the year.  KR answered that flu injections can be given at any time of the year but we always hold clinics in autumn.  TM raised a point about patients knowing about pneumonia injections and stated that he would have to get his done.  He asked that more awareness of this should be done KR agreed and would add this to the Survey.  TM also raised that sometimes when a patient is referred to another service then there can be conflicting advice given ie; TM’s wife was to see the podiatrist the Doctor gave advice only to be nullified by the podiatrist TM then found that he had to return to the Surgery for the necessary items to continue the treatment, he asked why could Princes Street give the items a waste of resources as far as TM was concerned.  TM commented he was at a loss what the correct position was; RG stated he had a similar experience.  RG raised the point of who funded; ‘PROVIDE the contractors for the wheelchair users as he has had a very bad experience when he was not treated well and had to adjust his new chair himself.  KR agreed to investigate where funding and why things were not up to standard.
TM asked what the position was regarding the contracting out of the elderly services.  KR said that it is still not finalised but would be in the near future.


Meeting finished at 1.50 pm

NEXT MEETING AGREED MONDAY 13th October 2014 AT 1PM

ALL PATIENTS WELCOME TO JOIN THE PATIENT PARTICIPATION GROUP MEETINGS.



